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Abstract

Objective: In the veteran population, almost one in every five patients has inadequate or marginal health literacy (Haun, Patel, French, Campbell, & Lapcevic, 2015). Having low health literacy predisposes patients to high emergency room (ER) utilization and hospital readmission (Mitchell, Sadikova, Jack, & Paasche-Orlow, 2012) and low treatment adherence (Miller, 2016). This manuscript aims to review the literature about health literacy and to encourage effective, standardized health education delivery to increase health literacy.

Method: An integrated review of the literature from Cochrane, Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI), Scopus, CINAHL, and PubMed databases showed the importance of bridging the health literacy gap.

Result: The integrated review of the literature provides evidence that timely and applicable health education increases health literacy and promotes improvement in patient engagement.

Conclusion: Adapting effective health education delivery to increase health literacy improves patient engagement and shared decision-making, self-management skills, adherence to treatment plans and quality of life.

Practice Implication: The emergence of new information technologies creates new opportunities and challenges for a settings approach to health promotion. It is by increasing health literacy, improving patient engagement, and reducing healthcare cost that a healthcare service system can pave the way for the achievement of enhanced sustainability.
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Introduction

In 2016, there were about 1.3 million active-duty members in the United States Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps or Coast Guard (US Department of Defense, n.d.). Ultimately, these service members will transition to join the nine million veterans utilizing their healthcare benefits from one of the 1,243 Veterans Administration (VA) health care facilities, including 170 VA Medical Centers and 1,063 outpatient sites (Veterans Health Administration, n.d.). Like many large health systems, the VA healthcare system exhibits variations in practice among facilities, clinics, and healthcare providers because of diverse expertise and practice styles among clinicians, different clinic organizations, leadership and resources, and influences in community and regional factors (Atkins, Kilbourne, & Shulkin, 2017). This provider-specific approach is contingent on individual providers’ expertise, practice location, and time with the healthcare organization impacts healthcare delivery (Spangler et al., 2009). The healthcare planning for the VA is equally complicated because of the possibility that veterans might have more than one possible source of healthcare coverage (Eibner et al., 2016). Like many non-VA users with multiple conditions, veterans often actively seek various prescribers of medications for their chronic diseases to maximize access and convenience and, more importantly, to minimize cost (Voils, Sleath, & Maciejewski, 2014). Veteran patients with multiple chronic conditions account for a disproportionate share of VA healthcare expenditures (Yoon, Zulman, Scott, & Maciejewski, 2014). In fact, 72% of the veteran population with one or more of the 29 common conditions consumed 96% of the VA health care utilization costs in 1999 (Yu et al., 2003).
The Role of Health Literacy

Among the veteran population, one in every five veterans is considered to have inadequate or marginal health literacy (Haun et al., 2015). The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality’s (AHRQ) defines health literacy as: “when health information and services designed for the public match people’s capacity to find, understand and use them” (AHRQ, n.d.). Health literacy is best applied when a patient can understand the health information and comprehend the consequences presented in order to make an informed healthcare decision. High educational literacy is not necessarily a prediction of proficient health literacy (Clark, 2011); though, health literacy mediates the association between educational attainment and health behavior (Friis, Lasgaard, Rolands, Osborne & Maindal, 2016).

Having low health literacy predisposes patients to higher ER utilization and hospital readmission (Mitchell, Sadikova, Jack, & Paasche-Orlow, 2012) and places them at risk for low treatment adherence (Miller, 2016). Low health literacy is significantly related to a higher rate of 30-day post-discharge hospital utilization (Mitchell et al., 2012; Creber et al., 2019; Cox et al., 2017), inadequate caregiver support (Boyle et al., 2017), poorer health knowledge and inadequate self-care behavior (Matshuok et al., 2016), age (Sand-Jecklin, Daniels, & Lucke-Wold, 2017), becoming less involved in health care process (Liang, Wang, Hwang, Lin, & Pan, 2013), downgrading or understating the patients' symptoms and illness (Ahmad et al., 2016), impair a patient's interactions with health professionals which can inhibit the potential to benefit from needed health services (Easton, Entwistle, & Williams, 2013), inhibit patients from having adequate skills to perform appropriate self-care needs (Jacobs, Lou, Ownby, & Caballero, 2016),
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and pay little attention to their health status; hence, their unhealthy behavior habits continues (Zheng, Jin, Shi, Duan, Wang, Yu, & Li, 2018).

These findings were not unexpected because patients with low health literacy (HL) had inadequate knowledge and inadequate self-care behavior than those with high HL (Matshuoka et al., 2016). For example, patients with heart failure (HF) commonly believed that their hospitalizations were caused mainly by lack of knowledge and treatment noncompliance due to socioeconomic challenges, lack of health care resources, low health literacy and psychological comorbidities (Gilotra et al., 2017). In a similar study, nurses were found to be uncomfortable with HF teaching regarding medications, low sodium diet, activity, and exercise (Albert et al., 2015). Hospital readmissions increased patient burden as well because patients’ physical condition deteriorates with every episode of exacerbation or persistence of their illness as in the case of patients with heart failure (Anderson, 2014). Therefore, discharge planning and predischarge education are imperative because low quality of discharge teaching decreases patients’ readiness for hospital discharge (Nurhayati, Songwathana, & Vachprasit, 2018) and is associated with both early and late readmissions (Greco et al., 2015).

Standardization of Patient Education Materials

Aside from the variation of health care practice commonly observed in an extensive healthcare system (Atkins, Kilbourne, & Shulkin, 2017), the provider’s lack of knowledge and skills and inability to answer different patients’ needs were consistent barriers to patient engagement (Liang et al., 2018). With this in mind, the frontline staff should be armed with an effective teaching tool to help improve the patient’s perception of their healthcare needs which includes how to manage the care demands at home.
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Standardizing patient education content can enhance health literacy and better patient engagement (Jacobs et al., 2016; Watters, Bergstrom, & Sandefer, 2016). Coordinating the standardized education information across all levels of care and educational encounters supports the most influential theory of social-ecological approach called the convergence strategy or reciprocal interdependence (McCormack, Thomas, Lewis, & Rudd, 2017). The convergence strategy indicates that the best method to be the best-informed healthcare consumer is by reinforcing or repeating the information from the different levels of influence.

All things considered, if poor health literacy is not addressed promptly, the medical expenditures per veteran will continue at 65% higher for VA users than non-VA users (Machlin & Muhuri, 2018). It would cost $143 million more than it would with adequate health literacy (Haun et al., 2015), partly because of high ER utilization and hospital readmission (Mitchell et al., 2012).

Materials and Methods

The Integrated Review of Evidence

An integrated review of the literature was performed using Cochrane, Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI), Scopus, CINAHL, and PubMed databases to examine the gap in practice. The following key terms were included in the search: patient education, health literacy, health education delivery, health outcome, and patient engagement. To obtain the most current review of the evidence, the search was limited to systematic review or meta-analysis, clinical practice guidelines, critically appraised research studies, individual research studies, and peer-reviewed journal articles published between 2015 and 2019 and written in English. The search resulted in 768 articles. Studies on pediatrics, children, neonatal, and newborn populations were excluded.
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from this review of literature. This undertaking resulted in 18 articles after the duplicates and the undefined articles were removed.

**Results:**

**Improved engagement and shared decision-making**

Improving patient’s health information-seeking self-efficacy and health literacy has the potential to impact healthcare engagement and shared decision-making (SDM) (Wigfall & Tanner, 2018). Information seekers who are confident in seeking the right healthcare information are more likely to be highly involved in SDM. Better healthcare engagement by taking their own health information to their doctor’s visits results in a better patient-provider relationship. Consistent with this finding, high health literacy corresponds with higher levels of empowerment, improved decision-making skills, and a more active role in treatment (Visscher et al., 2018). Providing health education is considered a societal role in supporting and guiding the inactive and non-participatory individuals to become active and productive participants in healthcare decision-making (Gruman et al., 2010). To avoid the risk of preventable illness, suboptimal health outcomes, and wasted resources, the conceptual “Engagement Behavior Framework” (EBF) was utilized. The concept affirms that patients and consumers alike must make informed decisions about insurance and clinicians to work with, coordinate the complex treatments to solve their health concerns, and organize the communications among these providers. Delivering health education with patient engagement technology can improve communication between the patients and healthcare providers to configure a personalized, informed decision (Prey et al., 2014). For instance, the eHealth usage in engaging patients in their healthcare broadened this patient engagement relationship in three dimensions, namely, behavioral (what the patient does), cognitive (what the patient believes and knows), and
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emotional (what the patient feels) (Rathert et al., 2017). In a similar study, the ‘edutainment’ intervention provided the participants with enough information to help them decide on what therapy is indicated for their respective conditions (Lopez-Olivo et al., 2018).

The effect of patient education delivery increases in the level of knowledge and satisfaction with education (Keulers, Welters, Spauwen, & Houpt, 2007). The knowledge scores after computer-based patient education were significantly higher regardless of age, gender, the frequency of computer use, previous CTS operation, previous CTS education, and education level. Along those lines, utilizing tablet computers to engage patients in their care and discharge planning showed improved communication with their nurses (74%) and with their physicians (53%), as well as increased patient understanding of their medications (90%) during their inpatient hospitalization (Winstanley et al., 2017). Additionally, even older participants and those less experienced in technology such as the Internet were equally capable of using the new health education delivery.

In the era of electronic health records, there are six-essential patient-physician communication functions, namely fostering relationships, pertinent information exchange, responding-to-emotions, managing uncertainty, decision making, and enabling self-management (Rathert, Mittler, Banerjee, & McDaniel, 2017). The patient education portals and secure messaging help patients keep track of their histories, remember what was discussed, and prepare for clinical encounters. This collaborative relationship between the patient and provider empowered the patient to become more involved and engaged in his or her care.

**Improved self-management skills**

The passing rate for the post-video knowledge test using an iPad to learn about warfarin was significantly higher than the passing rate for the pre-video knowledge test (Kim,
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Mohammad, Coley & Donihi, 2015). There was an improvement in patients’ differentiating when to call their providers for more significant bleeding problems such as hematuria; however, the most considerable improvement was seen in diet and use of over the counter (OTC) medications. Another electronic tablet-based inhaler education showed an improved technique of inhaler use irrespective of specialty or previous personal or family member inhaler use (Mulhall et al., 2017) The inhaler technique scores improved by 44% in the multimedia group and only 19% in the print-based group. At the same time, even educational material can improve in the inhaler technique (Beatty, Flynn, & Costello, 2017).

Low caregiver health literacy was associated with a reduction in care recipient self-management behaviors, increased care recipient usage of healthcare services, and compounded the incidence of caregiver burden (Yuen, Knight, Ricciardelli, & Burney, 2018). Caring for adult care recipients differs from caregiving in pediatric populations because the adult care recipients participate in healthcare decision-making. For this reason, a tailored intervention to address the patient's health literacy needs will benefit both the care recipients and caregivers by improving individual health outcomes.

**Increased adherence to treatment plans**

Patients with high health literacy adhered to their treatment plans at nearly twice the rate of patients with low health literacy (Miller, 2016). Patients who received interventions were nearly three times as likely to have high health literacy. In contrast, patients who received no intervention were twice as likely to remain at low health literacy levels. Accordingly, the risk of nonadherence was nearly double in participants with no intervention. The group who participated in the intervention had twice the likelihood to adhere to the treatment plan. This study
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established that patients who received interventions were able to expand their health literacy and had a 16% higher rate of treatment plan adherence.

Higher patient activation measure level was related to 9 out of 13 better health outcomes, which include but are not limited to improved clinical indicators, better health behaviors, and increased use of women’s preventive screening tests (Greene, Hibbard, Sacks, Overton, & Parrotta, 2015). The Patient Activation Measure (PAM) is a 13-item metric scale that quantifies the patients’ “engagement,” activation, or self-management capabilities. Highly activated patients continued to have normal HDL, serum triglycerides, and PHQ-9 levels as well as undergoing cancer screening tests (Pap smears and mammography).

Supporting people with low health literacy could improve patients’ medication knowledge and adherence (Wali et al., 2016). The most efficient interventions are tailored interventions that can manage barriers to health literacy. Consistent with this study that tackles barriers to health literacy, the hour-long 1:1 educational predischarge session using the health belief model (HBM) session provided patients with the appropriate mechanism to change their old lifestyles, including identifying barriers to achieving their goals (Eshah, 2013). With this application of patient education delivery, it led to a significant improvement in health responsibility, nutrition, and interpersonal relations.

**Improved quality of life**

Patients with low HL pay little attention to their health status; hence, their unhealthy behavioral habits continue (Zheng et al., 2018). In this study, health skills refer to the ability of an individual to transform health knowledge into healthy behavior. The study concluded that improved health status and quality of life (QOL) comes from excellent health skills. This study
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has similar findings to those of Eshah (2013) wherein both studies further showed that health
skills and quality of life are strongly correlated.

Additionally, poor health literacy is strongly linked to lower QOL in all four domains,
namely, physical, psychological, social relationships, and environment, particularly for older
people (Panagioti et al., 2018). Not only is this alarming because approximately one in every five
patients had health literacy problems; it is also disturbing because having poor health literacy is a
significant independent predictor of lower QOL in older patients with long-term conditions.

Discussion and Conclusion

Discussion

There is no gold standard for measuring health literacy among the pieces of literature
reviewed. The commonality of studies reviewed is the significance of health literacy in patient
engagement, healthcare decision-making, self-management skills, and adherence to the treatment
plan. With knowledge, patients can be empowered to manage their health problems, thus
enabling them to participate in healthcare-associated decisions (Wigfall & Tanner, 2018;
Visscher et al., 2018; Gruman et al., 2010; Lopez-Olivo et al., 2018; Prey et al., 2014; Keulers,
Welters, Spauwen, & Houpt, 2017; Rathert, Mittler, Banerjee, & McDaniel, 2017), increase their
overall satisfaction score with their care (Greysen et al., 2014), and improve their communication
with healthcare providers (Lopez-Olivo et al., 2018; Gruman et al., 2010; Visscher et al., 2018;
Rathert, Mittler, Banerjee, & McDaniel, 2017; Winstanley et al., 2017).

Better communication could reap benefits in the recovery of a patient or the enhanced
self-management in warfarin use (Kim, Mohammad, Coley, & Donihi, 2015), and inhaler usage
by patients with COPD (Mulhall et al., 2017; Beatty, Flynn, & Costello, 2017). Caregivers with
low health literacy provide poor health management to the care recipient, increase healthcare
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service usage to both the caregiver and care recipient, and promote caregiver burden (Yuen, Knight, Ricciardelli, & Burney, 2018).

Changing the delivery of patient education has been proven effective in improving patient’s health outcomes in acute coronary syndrome (Eshah, 2013), carpal tunnel syndrome (Keulers, Welters, Spauwen, & Houpt, 2007), knee osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, and rheumatoid arthritis (Lopez-Olivio et al., 2018), and multiple long-term conditions (Panagioti et al., 2018). Effective patient education methods enable patients to manage barriers to health literacy (Wali et al., 2016; Eshah, 2013) and, in this way, patient’s health literacy promotes patient engagement and treatment adherence (Miller, 2016; Greene, Hibbard, Sacks, Overton, & Parrotta, 2015; Wali et al., 2016; Eshah, 2013).

Conclusion

The gap in the literature regarding how patient education plays a vital role in health literacy and patient engagement represents a crucial aspect of patient care that should be considered, particularly regarding goals of care, treatment, and outcomes. Correctly providing personalized patient education depends on more than just the technology or the patient’s reading level of health information provided to the patient; instead, patient education must also address the social determinants of health, e.g., housing uncertainty, food insecurity, and inadequate social support. These essential interventions should be in congruence with the patient’s innate capacity for self-care, personal and contextual issues, and resource limitations.

Delivering effective health education could significantly improve patient’s understanding of the care they had in the hospital and of the information they need to fully recover at home. With the use of standardized health education delivery, the frontline staff will be able to provide their patients the latest evidenced-based information without confusion. By reinforcing and
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repeating the consistent information from the different level of care locations, patients will be equipped with appropriate strategies to cope with daily decision-making that impacts their health. This activity will also further facilitate the meaningful exchange of information between patients and healthcare providers to better the quality of care delivered.

Healthcare providers must ensure that patients understand the information provided to them regardless of a patient’s health literacy level. The healthcare organization must prepare the budget for needed practice change and for regulatory changes to educate the frontline staff. A high chance of better and cohesive collaboration is attainable with the staff’s involvement in the design, implementation, and evaluation of patient education delivery. Consequently, staff must have the proper training and knowledge to emphasize patient involvement throughout each step of patient education. This improved continuity of care among healthcare providers supports and enriches the patients’ self-management and health skills.

Implication for Future Practice

The emergence of new information technologies has created new opportunities and challenges for a settings approach to health promotion. Overall, a collaborative intervention on laws, policies, research initiatives, organizational strategies, and clinical practices is crucial for facing the challenges created by limited health literacy. It is by increasing health literacy, improving patient engagement, and reducing healthcare costs that a healthcare service system can pave the way for the achievement of enhanced sustainability.
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